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Ibiza Is Calling You! 

We are delighted to invite you to join us for this Spring
Equinox 2020 on the beautiful island of Ibiza.You will be
staying in  the beautiful Prana -Ibiza Retreat Centre
where we will offer you a week of reconnecting with
Gaia's wisdom and love through sacred teachings,
ceremonies, workshops, meditations and healings for
ourselves and our planet.
 
Moving into 2020 with clearer vision and greater
understandings, Gaia Retreats are intended to bring
forth the allowance of remembering of your roots,
reconnecting to your inner wisdom and remaining a
humble student of Mother Earth. 
 
In our current nature of times we are faced with many
challenges. Yet we are also ready for our great
awakening to the power and love that we behold. 
 
Join us on a Journey guided by ancient wisdom, ancestral
guides, celestial beings and the crystalline
consciousness to welcome in nature's Spring time and
your sacred rebirth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



With its magnetic beauty, mesmerizing energy and nurturing
body, Ibiza is an Island that has gathered many from around
the world. 
 
An island full of fresh produce,  beautiful beaches, music,
dance, incredible sunsets, creative artists and holistic
approaches,  Ibiza is more than a holiday getaway. 
 
Ibiza is a part of Gaia that is activated in self healing
energies, supporting in unravelling social programmes
placed on the human allowing for a deep clearing and
remembrance.
 
Ibiza is here to support your healing journey and to give you
the gift of seeing through the eyes of beauty.
 
 
 
 

Welcome to Ibiza 



Prana-Ibiza Retreat Centre 

We are delighted to be holding our first Gaia Retreat in
the Prana-Ibiza Retreat Centre. This ibizan finca is
situated on a private estate on, only a stone’s throw away
from Santa Eulària. With its lush tropical gardens, water
fountain, swimming pool and ornamental fish pond, the
house and grounds are the perfect place for all types of
energy work from which to enjoy your retreat. As soon as
you enter the grounds you can feel the high energy. Prana
– our life force – is very present in this inspiring house.
Designed by the famous mediterranean architect Rolph
Blakstad, the comfortable and authentic finca offers the
best in traditional island design along with sensitive
styled interiors and furnishings.



Prana -Ibiza Retreat Centre has a variety of wonderful
rooms, offering single, partner and shared accommodation
for your stay. If you are travelling solo be assured that if
you decide to book a shared room, sharing will be with the
same gender.

Rooms 



Gaia Retreats
Spring Equinox 

Full Weeks Programme 

15/03 Sunday Arrival Day
18:00 Welcome Dinner  

16/03 Monday
10:00 Opening Circle 
11:00 Rooting Meditation
12:00 Breath of Life
15:00 Welcoming the Ancestors     

17/03 Tuesday
10:00 Mayan Water Teachings
11:00  Water Ceremony 
15:00 Cleansing and Clearing Workshop     

18/03 Wednesday
10:00 Gaia's Heart Meditation 
11:00 Spontaneous Sharing    
15:00 Sacred Cacao Teachings &  Ceremony    

19/03 Thursday
10:00 Crystal Vision Quest  
11:00  Fire Ceremony  
15:00 Shamanic Journeying      

20/03 Friday
Reconnection Day
one to one  Healings &  Treatments     

21/03 Saturday
10:00 Welcoming Spring
11:00  We are Abundant   
15:00 Equinox Ceremony      

 
*On all Days 

8:30-9:30 Buffet Breakfast,  13:00-14:30 lunch.
We will close each days work ay 17:00 



Catering 
During your stay  a buffet breakfast, vegetarian lunch
and refreshments will be included. For Vegan or other
food requirements, please let us know upon booking.
 

Eating Out 
As dinner will only be included on the first night, we
have recommended restaurants and take away spots
offering a variety of affordable, healthy and tasty
dishes providing options for all food requirements. 
 

Recommended Restaurants Near by 
Indian: Katmandu Tel: 971 33 96 35 Santa Eulalia 

Thai: Padthai 971 33 86 52 Santa Eulalia 
Italian: Enfarinarte Pizza 971 33 57 79 San Carlos

Mediterranean: Bar Anita  971 33 50 90 San Carlos 
British: Project Social 871 11 08 93 Santa Eulalia 

Vegan: Ve Cafe 871 55 68 85 Santa Eulalia 
Mediterranean: Es Pins 971 33 06 57 Santa Eulalia

 
There is much more to be explored food wise on the
island so please ask if you are looking for other
recommendations. 

 
 
 



Dates 
15-21 March, 2020

Prices
Shared Accommodation: Single Bed 
*Early Bird €1,300 before 6/02/20 
   €1,800 thereafter 
Single Accommodation:  Double Bed
 *Early Bird €2,300 before 6/02/20  

    €2,800 thereafter
Partner Accommodation: Shared Double Bed
*Early Bird €2,600 before 6/02/20
    €3,500 thereafter

What is Included? 
*7 days accommodation in Prana- Ibiza Retreat Centre 
*Breakfast & Lunch on all days 
*Welcome dinner on arrival day
*Full 5 day Program of Teachings, Ceremonies,
Workshops and Meditations including material to take
home
*1 hour Crystal Harmony Healing Session 
*1 hour Fusion Integration Massage 
 
Ibiza Residents without
accomidation:  
Early Bird Special offer €660 for the full 5 days to be
booked by the 13th of February Or €220 per day   



Transport 

Ibiza is a small island and easy to move around and a car
hire is a great way to get from place to place. 
 
We are able to recommend  car hire straight from Ibiza
airport which can be shared between 5 people. For those
of you who are travelling alone we are able to group you
with others to keep the car hire costs down. 
 
From Ibiza airport there is also a transfer bus to Santa
Eulalia where you are able to get a taxi to Prana- Ibiza
Retreat Centre. 
 
Prana-Ibiza Retreat Centre is a 25 minute walk to Santa
Eulalia centre and local beaches and a 5 minute drive. 
To Explore more of the island car hire is definitely
recommended.  



Since 1977, AumRak has been blessed to channel the loving
energies and messages of "MAMITA", the name that she use to
refer to Mother Earth. '
 
'She has been a loving direction throughout my own awakening,
my experiences, travels and personal shifts. Mamita is the one
I channel in my Elemental Ceremonies, workshops and healing
work as in my Maya Oracle readings.' 
 
As a time-keeper of the Sacred Mayan Calendar, an initiated
Mayan priestess and a High Priestess of Melchisedek: AumRak is
here to serve the planet and humanity as an instrument in
service of the living God/Goddess - to harmonize the energies
of the four direction and activate vortexes for healing.
 
As a teacher and interpersonal psychologist, she offers
workshops and seminars everywhere she goes. 'I believe in
sharing the knowledge I have accumulated in order to empower
people to choose a path of enlightenment, to live a life of
purpose and in pursuit of happiness and spiritual unity.'
 
AumRak enjoys working personally with people she has met
along her path. From readings to Shamanic journeys and
personal meetings, she has helped support people on the
spiritual path to discover how to use their gifts and talents to
pursue a life of purpose and harmony.

Meet AumRak 



Lydia is a certified crystal healing therapist and home
clearing/space transformation consultant with over 9 years
experience working with crystals, the subtle bodies, energy and
healing. Inspired by the beauty of the mineral kingdom and its
magic Lydia opened ETAMANEL, Ibiza's Crystal Centre in 2017
creating a sacred space on the island for people to gather and
share wisdom, purchase exquisite crystals and spiritual tools.
 
Crystals are tools that our mother earth has provided to help
facilitate us in reconnecting and realigning our mind, body and
spirit to a more harmonious way of being and in direct
communication with Gaia's crystalline structure.’
 
Lydia completed studies in 2014 in Mexico City taking her on her
path as a transpersonal medicine healer. Lydia’s unique healing
techniques use the power of crystals, elemental invocations,
sound, aroma and light on the subtle bodies to assist in restoring
wholeness and well-being.  
 
She continued her studies with the New York Institute of Art and
Design completing her training in Feng Shui Interior Design.
Adding to her field as an intuitive healer and combining her
knowledge of energy, the mineral kingdom and space awareness,
she expresses her love for nature, respect for energy, the
elements and beauty allowing her to connect with many people
assisting them to create a harmonious flow between their inner
and outer worlds by connecting them with their highest
intention and love .

Meet Lydia Laxmi 



Healings Readings and
Therapies 

During your stay you are able to book a one to one
healing, reading or treatment  with our recommended
professional and gifted  intuitives . The readings are not
included in the price and will come with an additional
cost.  

Mayan Oracle Readings with AumRak 
Understand your multidimensionality and how the spirit
guides of the Maya Calendar help us walk through our
experiences. In this soul reading and shamanic healing
session, you will understand and confirm your
Evolutionary Path! You will explore the way to heal
yourself and potentialize your your Sacred Self, how to
develop your talents and find out the guidelines of your
mission on this planet.! This serves as a template to
design an individual shamanic journey session.
1 hour Reading €100

Soul Vibrational Readings with Mandy Venus  
Psychic, Soul Vibrational Reader, Soul Journey Coach and
Womb Practitioner, Mandy combines all her wisdom and
offers unique experiences of connecting to the power from
within you. Her coaching, readings, therapies and
workshops allow space for more alignment to be felt
connecting each person to the healing energy, vibrations
and alchemy that lies within the heart and soul.
1 Hour Reading €100



Crystal Harmony Healing with Lydia Laxmi  

During a session, a client lies down and crystals are
placed on or around the body. With focused intention
the crystals are then activated and start to vibationaly  
work on areas such as the chakras, grid lines, subtle
bodies and multi-dimensional energies to assist in re
balancing, fine tuning and clearing blockages that may
appear. Depending on what arises during a session
elemental invocations,  sound, aroma and light touch
channelling are used to help facilitate the healing
journey. From using a light touch on the body Lydia is
able to communicate with higher parts of your
consciousness bring forth messages from soul guides
and multidimensional energies. Lydia works in a
respectful and gentle manner only work for the highest
good of all. 
1 Hour Healing €100
*A 1 Hour Crystal Harmony Healing with Lydia is
included in your stay. 



Much of Jessica’s training took place in Europe and India.
Jessica is constantly on the lookout for the most up to
date developments and she frequently attends seminars
and workshops to further her knowledge of healing and
lifestyle treatments. Jessica’s current focus is on the
areas of sound healing and vibrations to mix with
massage techniques. Jessica loves working with people,
making them happy and relaxed. She is qualified as an
Ayurveda Nishnat first class with distinction since 2002
at the Ayurveda Academy of Pune, India. She has a sound
therapy diploma and is a gong practitioner and has also
studied a variety of massage techniques.
1 Hour Massage €150 
*A 1 Hour Fussion Massage with Jessica is included in you
stay 

Massage Therapies with Jessica Cavallina 



Booking 
We are excited to welcome you to our first Gaia Retreat
for a transformative and unforgettable experience on
the magical island of Ibiza.
 
To book your space or if you have any questions please
get in touch!
 
email: lydia@etamanel.com 
Phone: +34 871 774 683
Whats App: +34 603 700 494

In association with 


